PRESS RELEASE
GCSE Results 2017
At King Edward VI School (K.E.S.), where students study at least eleven GCSEs,
there was a 100% pass rate with over three-quarters of papers graded A* or A (or
equivalent).
Thirty-seven students achieved 10 A* and A grades or better. Amongst them were
Artem Khovanov who obtained thirteen A* grades, Ben Clarke, Oliver Richardson
and Ed Turner who obtained twelve and Joe Gray, Jack Hawkins, Jamie McGinn,
Marc-Philip Schuler and Joshua Stone who obtained eleven.
A Progress 8 score of 0.68 in the DfE Performance Tables 2017 indicates that
students made progress “Well Above Average” compared to children of similar ability
nationally. These results once again place K.E.S. in the Top 10 of boys’ grammar
schools nationally and come only a week after Warwickshire’s best A Level results
were announced by the School.
Bennet Carr, Headmaster, said “The students and their teachers deserve great
credit for maintaining such high levels of achievement in these, the most challenging
examinations for a generation. I am particularly pleased for this group of Year 11 who
have not just worked hard to achieve these results, but have also dedicated
themselves to a vast array extra-curricular, enrichment and community activities.
They can all be rightly proud of their achievements.”
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